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editor's note
Rather than an outside judge. the 1996
Spectrum staff corporately selected this year's
award-winning pieces. The works we admired
the most pose questions, offer wisdom, lack
contrivance, and are well-crafted. The writers whose pieces we chose invited us (often
without our knowing) to resonate with their
worlds.
Eileen Ringnalda's "Dream journal" earned

first place fiction. It is the longest piece in
the Spectrum, yet it remains subtly humorous and strangely insightful throughout. The

pieces of the story are woven together; each
reading invites discovery. "On Seeing Myself,"
by Kris Kling, merited a first place nonfiction

award. The staff admired the risk taken in
writing and publishing this important piece
of un dec ora red, unpretentious self-revelation.
The similar subject of both first place prose
works offers wisdom to the reader who dwells
in their worlds.

Ringnalda and Kling also earned the second place fiction and nonfiction with their
pieces "How to be Just Friends" and "Afternoon." Ringnalda's piece is sadly ironic; each
detail adds a significant layer. "Afternoon" is
similarly ironic, but the irony is achieved
through great dialogue. Through understatement, the dialogue expresses the relational
tension of the piece and the title and ending
are perfect. What isn't said speaks well.
Other important prose pieces include Kira
Jones' "Strong" and Carrie Dean's "Sabbath."
Dean's piece is hilarious. The words and
sounds match their meanings; you read and
experience simultaneously. "Strong" speaks
loudly and timidly. We discover a young
woman through her forward first-person declarations, yet we aren't offended by them.
Lynae Vandermeulen's
untitled poem
"words on a wall" received the first place poetry award. Vanderqy~ulen's piece seems to
rest gently on the page, but stays with reader
long after the first reading. Bryan Scichilone's
"Untitled" won second place poetry. The words
are like liquid, rippling at the end and leaving
the reader "haunted" with the words of the
poem. Both pieces struggle with fundamental questions of writing. Will this thing last
beyond me? Will the voice on the other end
hear what I am saying?
In addition, "Disillusionment"
(Donna

Milkic). and 'Sent' (Kevin Bullis) received high
marks from the readers. We resonated with
"Disillusionment" and chuckled at its truth.
The imagery of "Sent" and the speaker's understanding of God are eloquent and strong.
Bullis has given his reader the beautiful in the
mundane and the transcendent in the natural.
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On Seeing Myself
"Trout did another thing which some
people might have considered eccentric:
He called mirrors leaks. It amused him to
pretend that mirrors were holes between

III.
"A shell," I tell myself. '~d a crooked
When I was last home I looked into a one."
mirror from my past, It was a photograph
in my father's office.
V.
two universes.
In it, I sit with a light blue turtleneck
I try to pick Karlup, but he has his hands
Ifhe saw a child near a mirror, he might
clinging to my hunched shoulders. I sink in his pockets. That, coupled with the fact
wag his finger at a child warningly, and say my hands in my pockets and lower my head that he's getting taller, strains my back a
with great solemnity, 'Don't get too near a bit. Before the cameraman takes the shot, little more than usual before I attach him
that leak. Youwouldn't want to wind up in my mother licks her hand and smooths it to my chest.
the other universe, would you?"
over my head, It does nothing. My hair
He's wearing glasses now, a lot like the
-Kurt Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions
bounces up. And I gladly obey when they pair I had to get when I was nine. Not so
say, "Smile,"
much unlike those hanging about my
I.
This strange leak shows me at nine, and father's neck.
I read this, then I look into a mirror, a yet it shows me at 20, my father at 50, and
I put Karldown and his hands go straight
leak. Sometimes I hold a flame to it to see Karl three years before his birth. All of us from around my neck to his pockets. Ithink
if! can see the other side, I never can, but beautiful and smiling.
I see his eyes droop a bit when a woman I
I continue to try,
know passes. (She might smile and say to
Instead of seeing through it, I focus on
IV.
herself, "Boy,do those two look alike," and,
what is visible. In it I see eyes that are too
"You're but a shell ofa man," she laughs "He's so cute.")
close together, I see my right eye slightly at me - every woman that walks by - and
A mirror on the wall makes me wince, I
above the plane of my left, I see a jaw too
the mirror agrees.
kneel and turn Karl away to face me. Then,
thin and ears too large, I see a weak hairI try, but fail, to see past my image in I tickle him until he tastes the salt from his
line, and - right now - a weak beard. I see the glass, When did this happen? I have no own tears, He hits me, but he has never
the reasons why people laugh at me, and idea. What can I do? Nothing. I put my laughed harder.
the reasons why they should.
hands in my pockets.
"Smile," I whisper to him. "You must."
But as Vonnegut does at the end of his
Yesterday I looked in that strange mir- He doesn't hear.
book, I see my father in my reflection.
ror and saw myself beautiful.
These ears are his, And so are the lips, the
I looked through a car window and saw
And then I say, "Listen now to what I
nose, the lines around my eyes.
Karl mirroring the smile of my father sit- will say when I'm as old as father, as old as
ting in the front seat. Then Isaw my reflec- Vonnegut, who wrote, 'Don't get too near
II.
tion. And it looked like this:
that leak. You wouldn't want to wind up in
One person says, "He's so cute." Anthe other universe, would you?'''
other person, with the same smile as the
first, says, "He looks just like you, So much
Kris Kling
like you."
first place nonfiction
This "he" is my nine-year-old brother,
Karl, with my ears, lips, and thin face, My
father's,
Karl's shoulders, though, are still square
and confident. His neck has no bend. He
straightens when he stands, plays ball, and
never glances twice in the mirror in the
morning.

He need only smile,
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October Rain
Leaves tumble and blow to the earth
along with water from the sky
falling
landing
scattenng

Until the weight of the water
pins them to the ground
in random deSigns
Stuck to the sidewalk
held in place by wet glue
made bright by the rain.

Only ashy traces will remain
once the wind has dried them
and blown them away

Eileen Ringna/da
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Pizza and Movies
Friday had been a long day for Brad at
the office. He turned his Lincoln off in the
driveway and got out. Slowly, but eagerly,
he made his way toward the door of his
house. Inside he hung his navy suit coat
over a chair, took off his plaid tie, threw it
onto the same chair, and unbuttoned the
top of his shirt to give his neck more
breathing space. His skin, tan from vacation in Florida, looked even darker against
his white button-down shirt.
He grabbed a beer from the refrigerator, went to the den, and found his place
in his favorite recliner. He didn't want to
think any more, so he picked up the remote and turned on the television.
The picture of his girlfriend, which sat
on the end table next to him, gave him
comfort. He really loved having Karen in
his life. Some day Brad might consider
marriage, but not for a while. On days off
they often went hiking, or played racquetball at the health club. On weekend nights
they might go to a concert, or if there was
a play that Karen wanted to see, they would
go to that. On some afternoons they would
go to the park for a picnic. Afterward they

would sit under a tree while Brad read po- action release, but it took her a while to
etry to Karen.
decide on a movie that she wanted. She
He decided to call her up, hoping she finally found a Cary Crant movie that she
was done at the hospital, so that they could hadn't seen yet. She took the tags of the
watch a movie together or at least do movies up to the counter. Cary was worksomething relaxing. Yeah, a movie would ing, just as he did every weekend. She
be nice. She could stop at the video place should have remembered that he would be
on the way over, and he would order a there. It was too bad that there wasn't anpizza. That sounded like a good idea. Brad other video rental place on the way to
gave her a call and asked her if she would Brad's. She always mentioned that she was
like to come over.
going to watch the movies with her boyKaren hung up the phone. She supposed
friend, but Cary hit on her anyway. She tried
she could go over to see Brad. It had been to keep her encounters with him as brief
a busy day at the hospital. A long day. She as possible. She knew that the total would
had looked forward to curling up with a be four something. She grabbed the movgood book when she got home, but it ies, laid a five on the counter, told him to
would be nice to see Brad. It would be keep the change, and ran out to her car.
good to spend a relaxing night with him.
As Cary watched her leave, he admired
She had wanted to read that Jane Austen her figure. Luckily,he'd be working on Sunnovel, but her heart told her that Brad was day when the movies were due. He only
in need of her company. Karen was like that worked on the weekends because he was
- always thinking about others - that's why busy with his studies during the week. One
she became a nurse.
more semester, and he would get his deAfter she changed out of her white nurs- gree in business management. Then he
ing uniform, she drove to the video place would be able to make a good living, and
to rent a couple movies. She was able to Karen would like him. He figured that she
quickly pick out a movie for Brad - an new wasn't more than five years older than him.
He guessed by the way that she always
mentioned her boyfriend to him that she
wasn't happy with her boyfriend. Cary
knew that she wanted him.
Cary still had leftover acne from adolescence on his face. He sort of looked like
the twenty-two-year-old he was, but if you
looked closely, he could pass for being a
lot younger. Despite his youthful appearance, he felt grown up and independent.
This year he was even living off campus on
Walking.
his own. He was a man. Man enough for
mist so thick the night never gets dark.
Karen. Ahh, Karen. Some day she would be
the street lamps illuminate a softened inrinity
his, he just knew it.
and the bare black branches scream against the illusion
Duty called. Asmall flock of high school
while the shades of leaves shine on the wet pavement.
girls approached him, laughing giddily as
high school girls do. Cary was glad that he
Lynae Vandermeulen
wasn't as naive about life as they were. He
took the tags from the girl and gave her
the movies.
Tina blushed as she paid for the movies
and left the video store with her friends. A
couple of them nudged her and giggled
some more. Tina knew that she should
have never said that the guy behind the
counter was kind of cute. Her friends had

Halloween Night /995
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humiliated her by making her pay for the
movies because then she would have to talk
to him, She was glad to be out of there,
She really wasn't interested, She just
though he was kind of cute, that's all, He
was probably nineteen or twenty anyway,
Besides, no guys were interested in her, She
was in the tenth grade and still had never
been on a date, but it didn't really matter a
whole lot to her because she would rather
be having fun with her girlfriends,
Lucky for them, Tina's friend could drive
and she had a car, The five of them piled
into it, Tina wound up in the back seat
between Sarah and the window, The girls
teased Tina about the guy in the video
place for a while, but then the conversation turned to other things - clothes,
school, football players, Tina was relieved
to no longer be the focus of their conversation, She nodded in agreement with the
other girls while they talked about certain
guys and winced when they talked about
other ones,
At the stoplight she noticed a face in
the car next to them that looked familiar,
She asked the others if that was Bobby
Williams, a senior from their school, in the
pizza delivery car next to them. Heads
turned synchronously, and like children in
a toy store, they looked at Bobby with big
eyes, One of the girls said that Tina probably liked him, too:,.
The light turned green, and Bobby
pressed the accelerator to the floor. He
didn't like having those girls gawk at him.
They were probably freshmen, he figured,
though that one girl could have been a little
older. He also had a pizza to deliver within
the next three minutes, or it would be free,
That'd probably come out of his paycheck,
and he couldn't afford that.
He really hated having to work weekends, but he had to earn money so that he
could go to college. He wanted to be the
first person in his family to attend college,
Bobby really wanted to be a football coach
and a science teacher.
Bobby had to sacrifice playing football
so that he could work, He hated that fact,
but he knew it had to be done, Most of his
football experience had involved water
bottles and standing on the sidelines any-

way, He loved the game, but he didn't have
the proper build for football. He was strong
for his size, but he was only five-foot-five.
At times itwas hard being the shortest guy
in school. He was almost used to the jokes
by now, but sometimes there was one that
really hurt him. Most people respected him
though, and the ones that didn't really
didn't matter to him.
Bobby was tough, And fast, Though his
love was football, his forte was track. His
well-developed calf muscles produced a
strong, fast, piston-like movement of his
legs. Hopefully, Bobbywould be able to run
track this year and still work.
He was missing out on a lot of his senior year, he felt, but work wasn't all that
bad. He did get some of the leftover pizza

sometimes, and his employee discount was
handy on nights when he could go out on
a date, though he was usually too sick of
pizza to make use of the discount. Speaking of pizza, the house that the delivery
went to should be coming up soon. There
it was. 2167 Windsor Avenue, He parked
the car, took the pizza to the door, and
knocked.
Karen answered the knock at the door.
She opened it and yelled to Brad that his
pizza was there. Brad paid Bobby for the
pizza along with a tip to go toward his
college fund. Brad took the pizza into the
den where his action movie was frozen on
the screen. Karen and he sat down on the
sofa with the pizza, It was going to be a
nice, relaxing night together,

David Wenell

Indelible
to create a beautiful thing
to say words, to make sounds
we think of monuments
cathedrals of a thousand starving hands
feeding on the work
CUt in stone. imagine a rock face
chiseled. today i run my nngers
along weather-worn grooves.
the obvious answer is progeny

hope. a thousand choose this, or
What accidental monuments I
I'd C1y OUt loudly a sound to reverberateexcept for the fear not a whimper resounds
In this head.
what rhyme-scheme
metrical device?

will i hang this on?
Why?

Ichart a thousand ocean crashlngs.
I take my place among the sand.

Kevin Bu//is
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Sabbath
"You two girls go in that kitchen and
don't come out until those dishes are completely done. Washed, dried, and put away."
With that, they left for their Sunday afternoon walk.
Getting stuck doing the dishes when I
should have been out in the treehouse was
all my little sister's doing anyway. She'd
been the one provoking me all during dinner. Was I to blame if she put her carrots
on my plate and I refused to eat them? Was
it my fault that she tried to pour her own
glass of milk and spilled a half gallon on
the pot roast? Could I help it if I thought
that was funny?
I didn't mean to exasperate my parents.
At twelve, I knew better than to push their
patience too far. Since she was only ten,
Kali hadn't gotten the hang of knowing
when to stop - yet.
So when Mom and Dad had gotten out
of earshot, I really just let her have it. Iwas
mad about having to do all the dishes before I could have any fun. It was so nice
outside, and I wanted to do some reading
in the tree house out back. Instead, I had
to wade through a whole pile of dishes,
including the gross pans.
"So, Kali,get in here. Come on, we don't
have all day. I'm not going to wait on you."
And I didn't. I made an executive decision and appointed myself the washer. Kali
would, then, be the dryer and put-awayer.
She poked around, changing out of her
church clothes and carefully, slowly, hanging them up, before shuffling into the
kitchen.
"Poke, poke, poke. Good grief You'll
never get done. Look how far I am ahead
of you already."
Lucky for her, she didn't argue with me.
Because I was hot. I had already washed
and rinsed a whole drainer full of plates
and glasses. And I was, quite quickly, running out of room for the clean dishes.
"Can't you go any faster, slow poke?
We're going to be here all day at the rate
you're going."
I started washing more slowly, but

added a lot of splashing, hoping that she'd
get the hint, that she was holding me up.
She didn't. But I suppose my nagging
was beginning to get under her skin. She
began to complain about the splashing.
"How am I supposed to keep these dishes
dry when you're splashing soapy water all
over the counter and stuff?" and, "Ifyou'd
use hot water to rinse with, Dummy, then
drying wouldn't take me so long," and, "If
you hadn't been in such a big toot to get
started, then you wouldn't be so far ahead
of me."
"Shut up," I said, the epitome of articulateness.
She didn't. She kept on, countering all
of my admonitions to hurry up with complaints of her own. And she maintained her
plodding pace. In fact, I'm sure she dried
even more slowly because she had to stop
drying to talk back to me. She couldn't even
do two things at once.
What was even more frustrating was
that she didn't dry the dishes in any logical order. She'd pat dry two or three plates,
and a glass or two, and then lots of silverware. J was incensed.
"What are you - stupid? Don't dry the
all the silverware first, Retard. Do the
Tupperware and plates. Make some room
for me to put the rest of these dishes. Duh."
"Shut up," she said, appropriating my
best line for herself.
I didn't. "Come on. I'm tired of waiting
on you. If Mom and Dad hadn't told us both
to do this, I could have had it done three
hours ago. Ceeze."
She grabbed another handful of forks
and spoons. And I snapped.
"Put those damn forks down and dry
the plates!" I yelled, ripping the forks out
of her hand and throwing them back in my
sink.
"Don't you tell me what to do!" she
yelled back, snapping me with her wet
towel.
"Ouch! Dammit! That hurt! Let's see how
you like getting snapped with a towel." I
snatched the towel from her, wound it up

as tight as it would go and snapped it at
her three or four or five times. "There. How
does that feel? Don't you like that?"
She didn't. But she didn't cry either. She
didn't yell. She didn't do anything that I
expected her to. Instead, she reached into
the dish drainer and pulled out a large knife
- the one Dad had used to carve the pot
roast.
She flew at me. And the blows from my
towel were as ineffective as a flyswatter
on a charging elephant. I panicked. I ran.
"Put that thing down! What do you think
you're doing? You're gonna hurt me."
I guess that was the whole idea. I
dodged through the kitchen into the living room and back into the kitchen, tipping over chairs in a futile attempt to barricade her out.
"Kali! Don't!" I began throwing
Tupperware. She swatted them away like
Babe Ruth. My hand fell on a wooden
spoon. Now I too was armed.
One well-placed smack on the back of
her weapon-wielding hand sent the knife
skittering across the linoleum and under
the stove. And now I began to chase her.
I'd teach her to come after me with a big
knife.
"Youbroke my hand!" she wailed. "I hate
you. I hate you. I hate you."
My barricade worked in reverse. She escaped to her second-story bedroom and
locked herself in the closet. I stopped.
Turning one of the kitchen chairs right
side up again, I sat and waited for the blood
in my head to make it back down to my
heart. After a few moments, the ticking
clock caught my attention and I realized
that Mom and Dad would be home soon.
I picked up the scattered Tupperware
and put them in the cupboard. I finished
washing the gross pots and pans. I retrieved the knife from under the stove. I
picked up Kali's towel and dried the rest
of the dishes. I put everything away,
grabbed my book from the living room and
headed for the apple tree. When my parents came back, the house was quiet.

Carrie Dean
honorable mention nonfiction
6
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-The Twins' Sister
It is eleven o'clock in the morning on a
fresh, sunny Sunday in September of1978.
My sisters and I, in our finest lacy frocks,
stay close to my parents as they join the
din in the fellowship hall following the service. Our three-and four-year-old bodies
are dwarfed and go unnoticed by the sea
of dressed-up grown-ups milling about us
- that is, until my father approaches a new
young couple and introduces himself.
"And who are these beautiful girls?" The
handsome young man in the pastel blue
suit bends down towards the three of us
as we stare back shyly.
"These are my daughters," my father
says proudly, putting his hand on each of
our heads in turn, "Kristi, Teri, and Sheri."
"Are they triplets?" the young man's wife
wants to know.
"No," my mother laughs. She is used to
the question. "Kristi is the eldest," She puts
her hand on Kristi's silky blond head. "She's
eleven months older than the twins."
"Goodness!"
The young woman is
amazed. "They sure look like triplets!" The
couple lingers, chatting for a while longer,
then moves away.
It is autumn again, three years later. My
parents are having ariofflce potluck at our
house, and there are strange people and
delicious smells everywhere. My sisters and
I are deciding which desserts to keep our
eyes on. We inch up to the appropriate end

of the table, one eye on Dad, who has inBut Teri and I don't buy it. Putting our
structed us to wait to serve ourselves until
knowledgeable
heads together, we conall the guests have filled their plates. Our
clude that our original assumption was
growling stomachs are suddenly interright.
rupted by an unfamiliar female voice: "Are
these the twins? Oh, aren't you cute? Which
It isJanuary again, seven years later, and
one is which?"
Kristi and I are curled up on her bed, clad
Kristi does the honors. "She's Teri, and
in faded flannel pajamas. It is late at night.
she's Sheri."
and she has put down Mists of Avalon to
"- And this is my older daughter, Kristl." talk to me. Somewhere in the conversation,
My mom smiles as she steps up to us.
she says, ')\ lot of people at school only
"Well, they're very cute," the woman
know who I am because I'm your sister. I
replies, making us squirm. She remembers
get it all the time. I'm Teri and Sheri's sisseeing Teri and me in yesterday's paper - ter." She shrugs carelessly, smiling. "I'm
the article about the twins at Midway El- used to it."
ementary. She asks my mom if she wants a
I don't respond. I don't know what to
clipping to send to relatives.
say.
It is now January of 1985, and Teri and I
Now it is spring. I see a little girl strollare grumbling to one another. Kristi and
ing alongside her mother through a park.
my mom are talking in the living room pushing a baby carriage. Old ladies, young
again, and Teri and I aren't included, We men, junior high girls, and rambunctious
discuss with each other how our mom al- grade-schoolers stop and admire the tiny
ways favors Kristi over us and how she
twin babies in the carriage as the little girl
never tells us how pretty we are or how
and her mother look on. The people ask
beautiful our hair is.
the babies' names, touch their soft cheeks.
We muster the courage a few days later
talk baby-talk for a while, and then beckon
to ask her why she likes Kristi better than
to their friends to "Come see these twins."
us. The question angers and appalls her. "I The mother smiles proudly, but she also
don't favor her over you two. You're just
remembers her other little girl. And she
jealous of her."
gives her an extra hug.
Teri and I think that's a dumb thing to
say. No kidding we're jealous, we think. We
Sheri Zimmerman

have reason to be,

"Kristi has never had the attention you
have always had," my mom explains. "Everyone pays so much attention to you two
because you're twins. People always tell
you how cute you are, but sometimes they
don't even notice Kristl. She needs all the
extra attention I can give her."

On Sitting Alone in the Chair
For as long as I can remember, the biggest, most comfortable chair in our house
has been the easy chair in our old living
room. When my sister and I were little, that
big chair, with its worn, brownish-greenish tweed cover, high back, and wooden
arms, represented a world off un, It served
as everything from a roller coaster to a car.
We would squash in it together, grab our
old silver baton, and then give that chair a
work-out. It rocked smoother and deeper
than any other chair we had, and placing
the bar across the arms and in front of us,
we'd sway and kick and holler like we were
on a real roller coaster. We'd close our eyes
and imagine the big hills and sharp comers,
swaying back and forth and holding tightly
to the baton/safety bar.
During movies and TV shows, we'd
snuggle into it, with our baton nearby so
we could ride the roller coaster during
breaks. When scary things like the witch
in The Wizard af Oz came on, I'd hide my
face in my sister's shoulder and rock fast
in the chair, letting the rhythm soothe my
fear and the squeaks drown out the horrid
laughter, safely surrounded by my sister
and the high back of the chair.
During afternoons and evenings, when
no one else was around and I was bored,
my mother would sit in the chair and
cuddle me in her lap, reading me stories
or just rocking gently, back and forth. I
would bury my face in her neck, and the
sweet scent of her powder would fill my
nose, while the chair's rough tweed chafed
my legs as they rubbed across it. I felt so
safe and cozy and comforted, snuggled
against the softness of my mother in the
safety of that huge chair.
Now it's hard to believe that my sister
and I ever fit together in that chair and
clutched a cheap metal baton that turned
our hands green, while we held on for all
we were worth through the hills and valleys of our imaginations. My mother recently had the chair recovered, so its old
brownish-greenish tweed surface is hidden

8
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beneath a smoother, country blue fabric. I
like the new fabric; it's pretty, and it doesn't
chafe my legs like the old cover did. But
the chair's no longer big enough to hold
another person. The top of my head almost
reaches the top of the chair now, and although the curved edges of its back are as
wide as ever, it doesn't surround me like it
used to. It can't protect me from scary
things like the Wicked Witch of the West
anymore; when I sit in it now, the world
around me no longer disappears from
sight.

Sometimes when I'm sitting in that chair,
I huddle deeper into it, I notice how the
sides no longer block myview of the world.
I close my eyes and wish my mother or my
sister were beside me. It is kind of nice sitting in the chair alone, having it all to myself. But I've been on a real roller coaster
now. One that had enough room for someone to join me. The old chair just can't compare.

Sherrie A. Barber

Crossing
josh leans back on the couch, his long
arms resting lazily behind his head.
"Well. .. ." he says, shifting his eyes like
he always does when he wants to say more
but can't get it out.
"Well. .. ," I return. "We could go to
julio's. I could go for some coffee right
now."

"Well... ," he says again, eyes still shifting. He runs one hand through his thick
brown hair and then pushes a stray lock
behind his ear. "My hair's too long, huh?"
he asks, grinning his long grin that's all
teeth. I don't say anything because he
knows I like short hair and besides, he says
it all the time. I guess it's not that long,
anyway. An inch above his square shoulders, and his bangs are always hanging in
his eyes. Not as long as some, I guess.
"Do you want to go, or not?" I ask, roIling my eyes. josh shrugs indecisively and I
slump down into my chair with a sigh.
A pause.
"Have I always been this indecisive?" he
asks, running his hand through his hair
again. I laugh and nod.
"Remember.that time when your mom
sent us to go pick out some flowers for
your sister's birthday?"
josh laughs. It's just a short burst of
sound that's high-pitched, loud. It ends as
quickly as it began, but I think it's the funniest thing I've ever heard in my life, so I
laugh too.
"Yeah," he giggles. "It took me an hour
to decide between carnations and daisies."
"An hour and a half."
'Am Ijust an idiot, or what?"
I giggle and look back at josh. He is an
idiat, I think to myself. How did we ever
get to be best friends?
"How did we ever get to be best
friends?" I ask abruptly. The question obviously catches him off guard. He starts a
little, takes in a deep breath and sighs. I
giggle again. I know there is no real answer to that question. One day we met,
and then one day we were best friends.

I look to josh, but he's just sitting there,
his eyes shifting back and forth and suddenly I realize that I've just asked him a
very difficult question. In all our years together, I don't think we've ever really examined our friendship, and I begin to wonder why. Many people find it odd that josh
and I have been friends for so long and
we've never dated. Our mothers swear (or
hope, I haven't figured out just which, yet)
we'll marry someday. I just know this we're best friends. We've been best friends
for a long time, and we will be best friends
for a long time to come. Feeling certain
that this thought is enough to answer my
question, I look back to josh to try to relieve him of his typically painful thinking,
but he speaks before I can say anything.
"I guess I've never really thought about
it," he says. josh stands, saunters to the
CD rack, picks out a CD, and pops it in the
player. I put my head in my hands. The CD
is red - I know exactly what it is. josh sits
back down on the couch, his long, lanky
torso leaning forward on his knees. From
the stereo comes the screams and heavy
percussion of Nine Inch Nails. I hold out
for as long as I can, which is only about a
minute, then say, "Okay, I'm getting a headache. Can we listen to something else?" I'd
rather listen to some rap music, but we
compromise with some Ella Fitzgerald. I
worry a bit now about what is running
through josh's mind, because Nine Inch
Nails is his thinking music (How he can hear
himself think with it on is beyond me), and
he usually puts it on when he's really confused about something and I can't think
that my original question was that serious.
I decide to let him think.
We just sit now, listening to Ella's
smooth voice lamenting lost loves. Somehow, the atmosphere has changed. It's
tense, and that surprises me, because I
can't remember ever feeling anything but
complete ease around josh. Butjosh won't
speak. He looks at me, looks down, looks
at me again.
"Do you ever think about dating?" he
asks apprehensively.
"In general?" I ask. I'm nervous. I'm not
quite sure where he's going with this.

"No, I mean ... us. I mean, do you ever
think about us dating?"
I slowly sit up straight in my chair. I can't
believe what I've just heard. josh wants to
date me? josh, who was there when I broke
my arm climbing Mr. Mitchener's tree?
josh, who sat in the bathroom with me all
night the first time Igot drunk, holding my
head while I threw up? josh, who tells me
every experience and problem he has with
a girl, and who knows every experience and
problem I've had with a guy? My brain is
whirling. This doesn't seem real. I open my
mouth, but there are no words to come
out. For the first time in my life, I am
speechless. The next words I hear from him
shock me even more.
"I love you, you know."
"I love you, too," I return, matter-offactly. josh lowers his head defeatedly.
"No, I mean I love you, Cath. You know
what I mean, and I know what you mean,
but apparently we're not meaning the same
thing."
I shake my head. I don't know how to
feel about this, and I'm scared. I know in
my mind that josh will never be anything
to me but a brother, and I know I should
say it, but the words won't come, but Ithink
josh understands anyway. Of course, he
does. He knows me better than anyone else
in the world. Without a word, josh stands
and picks up my coat, holding it out to me.
I know he's trying to make it easier for me,
trying to save this awkward moment, but
somehow the gesture makes me hurt for
him, and hurt for us. I look at josh, and he
looks away. I take my coat and slowly head
for the door. At the last second I turn, give
him a quick hug that he doesn't return, and
say, "I guess I'll see you at lunch tomorrow,"

josh nods, his eyes on the floor, his
hands in his pockets. I leave reluctantly,
realizing as I step over the threshold of the
doorway that we've just crossed a line that
we never even knew was there, and fearing that we'll never be able to get back to
the other side.

Kirc jones
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Afternoon
"No thanks," I said. I leaned back into
the torn, burn-spotted couch, pulling my
shirt away from my chest a little. Iwatched
the other two guys, their shirts off, pass
the bong I turned down.
"I'm too skinny to be this hairy," James
said, drawing circles on his sternum with
his fingers. He'd stop and smooth the hair
out once it got too tangled, then spin it
again.
"Well, look at me, man," Ryan said, "I
don't have anything and I'm older than
you." He held a C-Mart lighter over the
small pipe and sucked till he smiled. He
exhaled and extended the wooden triangle
to me, as if offering a dinner roll or the
mashed potatoes. "You want?" he asked,
then shook his head after I did the same.
"Whatever, dude."
James sat up a little and asked, "Do you
want a beer or something?"
"Nah, that's okay." I drew my lips into a
friendly but downturned smile.
'Just trying to be a good host," James
said.
"Yeah," Ryan smiled. "You're such a good
host you should join a supper club or something." He laughed, glanced at me to do
the same.
I looked around the room. A giant Irish
flag decorated the back of the front door,
kind of went with the small four-leaf clover tattooed on the left side ofJames' chest.
A black tapestry with the word "Metallica"
on it covered the overhead light. The graduation picture of Ryan and me on top of the
stereo moved a little when Ryan hit play.
The words, "And did you really think that
bloody road would pave the way for you,"
came out of the speakers.
"That's cool," James announced. "It's
cool that you're like that. I mean, you can
just chillwith us and it's all good." He spoke
as if his words would feed us for a week. "I
like pot and getting high sometimes, and
you don't, but you don't try to tell me not
to do it, go all nuts about being around
weed. We're cool. Nobody forces anything;
nobody gets on each other's case."
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"That's what's wrong with this picture,"
I thought. I smiled at James, gave a nod of
assurance.
"Yeah, we're - nobody forces - yeah,
we're cool," Ryan stated in short spurts,
staring at the bong, trying not to exhale
anything.
"It's all good," James said. "I mean, I'll
never get into the hard stuff. Well, I did
crack once but I'll never touch heroin, I'm
scared of needles, you know. But, even if I
did I'd be fine. I like to think I've a certain
amount of luck." He smiled his smile of
sticking his head forward and narrowing
his eyes. He scratched one of his thick
mutton chops and then stroked his fourleaf clover. Laughed a little.
"Don't start on that Irish crap again,"
Ryan smirked, nudging my shoulder. He
rolled his eyes in my direction. "He thinks
he's so Irish he uses Irish Spring deodorant. That'd be like me using EIDeodorante,
or something." Ryan has a little Mexican in
him. He really killed himself with that one.
"Dude, it's true." James turned serious
again. "I've never been really hurt or anything. It's like I've got some guardian angel watching over me."

"Whatever," I mumbled. We all looked
at each other, laughed a little. They kept
smoking. James scrunched his eyes and
nose when he inhaled, like it was killing
him, but he kept doing it. Ijust sat there
wiping my forehead with my shirtsleeve.
James' fan didn't work.
Ryan grabbed the bong again and tried
to take a hit. "Damn, this thing's cashed."
He started looking for his bag. He checked
behind, below, and to his sides, but
wouldn't get up to look any farther.
"Who were those guys - those dudes
that hung out withjesus?" James asked. "I
think it starts with a D, maybe?"
I had no idea where he had come up
with this.

"Oh yeah," Ryan said, "I know who
you're talking about. It's, it's- hell, I don't
know,"

"Maybe it was an AT'
"Oh, I got it," Ryan exclaimed, "the- the
three king's men."
"Yeah, no - no the apostles, disciples."
"Oh yeah."
I didn't say anything, just sat there.
"Where I go to church sometimes is really cool. We just sit around and talk and
they don't care," James declared, looking
at me again. "Dude, maybe you should go
there."
"Yeah, might be cool," I answered.
All of us just kind of nodded for a while.
Listened to the music. Sweated. We looked
at each other. They seemed to think life
couldn't get much better. I noticed all of
the lint and pieces of paper in the red shag
carpet.
"I think I'm going to take off, man," I
said, after a bit.
"Later, it's been cool hanging with you,"
James shook my hand.
"Yeah, dude." Ryan almost hugged me,
but then just slapped my back instead. "You
know, we never see much of each other
any more. We used to hang out all the time.
Remember in high school we'd jam or
whatever or just hang out for hours. Remember?"
"Yeah," I said. I did remember.
"I miss it. I think I'm going to get a guitar pretty soon - take lessons."
"Cool, that'd rock." I looked at my
watch. It was about 3:30.

Kris Kling
second place nonfiction

•

Untitled
In the half-trance between the lifting of the hand
and the drying of the ink,
swimming inward past the hillside echoes,
salling wind-tailed over languid landscapes,
rusVing through the clutter of logic and uncertainty
fties the Poet's bittersweet song of oerrect Truth:
as naked, wild and sublime as a sun-ftecked drop of rain
that refuses the binding anchor of gravity
hovering above the hungry SUckingfoliage
of a great swamp:
a music that burrows deep into light
a thousand times more blinding than the sun
and tear> as genVe and smooth as ravens' claws
into places too deep for tear>,
too meaningful for words.
I am haunted by words.

Bryan Soch/lone
second place poerry

words on a wall
say
paper is not constant
enough
for what [he heavens
Whisper
In a rock's ear

Lynae Vandermeulen
tim place ooeay

Incredibly Average
At the beginning of our junior year, I
discovered John, my roommate. dead on
the bottom bunk when I returned from a
weekend at home. Hannah,John's fiancee.
had also gone home for the weekend. At
first, I thought he was sleeping. I mean, it
was Sunday afternoon. I even hauled a
couple of loads from my car because it was
my first time home since school started.
Then, as I unrolled my posters as quietly
as possible, I noticed that he hadn't rolled
over because of my noise and his breathing hadn't missed a rhythm like it usually
does when you almost wake somebody.
Yeah, then I realized I couldn't hear any
breathing. I stopped unrolling and listened.
I listened hard. I listened for anything. But
nothing came. I began to breathe short and
quick. I stepped the couple of feet across
the room and listened. Then, I reached toward him and rested my palm on his upper
chest, just below his neck. Ifelt neither the
rising of his chest nor the breath from his
face. I breathed shorter and harder and ran
next door.
All I knew was that I couldn't call from
my room, John's dead in there, on the bed.
he's not breathing, I said. Eric called the
ambulance and screamed at the operator.
But he was dead and he'd taken a huge
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dose of pills, I don't know what kind, just grace. of creation. of morality. of speech, of
before he went to bed. At least, that's what Cod. Maybe it's not me. That's the problem.
Hannah told me later. Iguess he stole them See. like anyone Iknow: Iwant to be that somefrom his mom's vanity the summer before. one in whom people revel because of his gifts,
She had some kind of heart problem.
his intellect, his persuasiveness, his grace, his
He left this note. I have it because
articulation, and his style of living. But, Iam
Hannah let me copy it after some of us got none of these. I am, as one friend put it, intogether to hear her read it:
credibly average. Sure, I'm above average. But,
Dear friends,
I'm not amazing. I have a little grasp on lan(I want everyone to hear this, Hannah)
guage, but not enough to impress or to be reIs suicide the ultimate revenge?
membered. I have a little ability for real
Even if you were hated, abusive, selfish, thought, but only enough to ask the basic quespernicious, and egotistical. .. could you make tions of why and consistency - nothing else. I
people sympathize with you with a pull of a have a tiny ability to write a couple of good
trigger, a cut on the arm, or a round of pills in scenes, but Ican't write with plot or with patthe belly?
tern or with symbols. I have a little ability to
Maybe, but no matter. Suicide attracts me speak, but not enough to make the seats shake.
for two reasons:
Ihave a little ability to love, but not enough to
1) Complete escape from sacial expectahave her smiling at every encounter. I have a
tions.
little way with general argument, but only
2) Complete revenge on those sociable ones
enough to offend and not to persuade. Ilive as
around me.
Iam, incredibly average.
Iam my own best tormenter. But, you, you
So, as Iunderstand Him, Cod accepts us as
others and your expectations slide into home we are. but also appreciates, likes, and revels
plate about Cwofeet behind me. In order to in me as his creature .. for he has made me ..
like and appreciate a person, you expect: a .and such a good Cod does not hate his incredhard worker in studies, in relationships, in em- ibly average creatures. Therefore, and this IS a
ployment, in grace. But those don't kill. You significant therefore, Iprefer to be with Him ..
want to revel in someone who owns and em- .and not to be with you.
bodies gifts of genius, of style, of humility. of
Before this, I had thought discovering a
suicide meant discovering a bloody or
hanging purple body. No, he was cold and
there wasn't any blood. That's sort of how
he lived. too. At least, so I thought. We'd
been roommates for our sophomore year.
That is. we cohabited a dorm room, but
we rarely lived together. We didn't fight like
other poor roommate situations. We didn't
struggle over the same woman like other
bad roommate situations. Both of us were
clean, neat, and we left phone messages
for each other. He had most of the phone
messages, though. Students and professors
called frequently. Whenever I overheard his
phone calls, he ended the conversation
with some sort of meeting time, some
deadline, or the day of some commitment.
The phone messages I left on the yellow
pad next to the phone were, "Steve K.
wants to know the best time to meet for
Delta Phi." or "Dr. Evans needs the research
by next week. Call him back before 6." So,

-.

when he asked if I would be his roommate
the next year when he was a Resident Assistant, I said sure.
A couple of weeks before I found him, I
heard him fighting with Hannah on the
phone. I think he thought I was sleeping.
She called a little while after I had gone to
bed. He told Hannah he had to study, so
he had to go now. Then silence, but I didn't
hear him replace the receiver. Then he
started to apologize and he told her he was
sorry that he hadn't spent much time with
her, but he had so much to do. He promised they'd be together this weekend. After some soft words, I heard him hang it
up. I remember all this because then he
cursed to himself, "Why the hell can't Ijust
be brilliant and perfectly nice? You bastards!" He banged out of the room, and I
fell asleep before he returned. I wanted to
talk to him. But I figured Hannah would,
and I had a lot to do the next day, so I forgot about it.
Now, as a forty-six year old man, I know
what he meant. I've been at the same Boston firm for fifteen years, but I'm not a
partner. I want to work 'for justice for my
clients, but my wife ... she wants me around
for communication, sex, and love. My kids,
they always ask me why I'm home late
when I get there after seven o'clock. The
guy we hired six years ago has lost only
four cases, and he's about to be a partner.
Everybody likes Corey, including the partners. They make the decisions about
money, progress, awards, and promotions.
The partners and my family ... they're the

bastards who want to revel in someone.
Corey's got a great vocabulary, he writes
his briefs quickly and without much revision, he smiles at people, greets everyone
in the morning; and. in conferences, he
orates perfect sentences that accurately
analyze each case we discuss, even though
he specializes in criminal law. I analyze only
criminal cases. He left his other job because
he had to follow his wife here to Boston.
She's attending graduate school in economics, I guess. They glow when they're
together. He's sharp and you all love him.
And so, I leave John's note as my own.
He wrote it better than I ever could. Excellence, they said.

Keith Storkenburg

Hec3rtsong
You
call him
your Hearrsong
and draw little
ngures with
your initials
Inside.
DOOdling
with something more
than Ink.
Wnting
his name
and your name
and the two
together.
TranspOrted co
some sublime world
inspired by the very
thought of him.
He
calls you
Love
and his letters
come like a kiss
co your waiting lips.
Only your eyes
receive the embrace
and your ears
hear his breathing
In the slants and CIrcles
on the folded page.
You drrnk up
hiS words
and pore over
every line.
Every sappy
thought
that only
young lovers
dare say

Eileen Rlngnalda

Dream Journal
Thursday night.
I got my hair cut today and read the
most interesting article about dreams. It

said to write down one significant event
of the day before going to bed and to tell
yourself to remember your dream, and
you'll have more vivid dreams. Then it said
to write what you remember of your dream
as soon as you wake up - this way you can
see how your subconscious mind responds
to your life events, the article said. It had
some incredible stories of people having
premonitions and visions that helped them
make important decisions and learn about
themselves. Part of it sounded a little psychotic, almost obsessive, but I want to try
it.
I was telling Carla, the woman cutting
my hair, about it and she just said that all

those magazines say is that dreams are all
about sex. I told her this article was different and that the article treated dreams
more as a spiritual experience and revelation than some perverted sexual fantasy
world. She just blew me off and finished
styling my hair.
Friday morning.
I had the best dream last night - the kind
where you don't want to wake up because
you want to see what happens next. I think
I was a television reporter. I remember a
camera following me everywhere along
with a makeup artist that kept powdering
my face and another man carrying cables.
We were in really strange places. I think
first it was some sort of carnival. Then we
were in a war zone. And then backstage of
a big rock concert.
That was the coolest part because there

were all these groupies wanting to get into
the backstage party, and we had press
passes. All these trashy women with ratted hair and clingy clothes and way too
much makeup were chomping on gum and
swearing at us,
Things weren't much quieter inside, but
the atmosphere was great. There were all
kinds of famous people. And we interviewed the band - I don't even know who
they are. if they're real. But the lead singer
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liked me a lot, He even kissed me. He said
I had nice legs and gorgeous eyes. I remember feeling disappointed that he didn't say
anything about my hair. I'djust had my hair
done, and I was really upset that he hadn't
noticed - which is strange, because how
would he know?
Friday night.
I went to a party atjake's house tonight,
Paul kissed me tonight for the first time. I
mean, we've seen each other lots of times
and have known each other for quite
awhile, and it just kind of came up unexpectedly. I've always liked him in a way he has a good job, great eyes, and is a really nice guy, So when he asked me if I'd be
interested in seeing him more often, maybe
more seriously, I certainly wasn't going to
refuse.
And do you know what he said to me
afterwards? He asked me, What's the difference between an intelligent blonde and
Bigfoot? I gave him a flirtatious smile,
shook my head, and shrugged my shoulders. He leaned in to me and whispered,
There have been sightings of Bigfoot. He
watched closely for my reaction to his joke.
Ijust rolled my eyes and kissed him on the
cheek, I can still feel his breath on my ear.
Saturday morning.
I don't remember much except that it
had something to do with Bigfoot. He was
chasing me, or I was chasing him. I don't
remember which. But we were running after or toward something. First in a forest
and then on a snowfield, I think.
I've never had a vivid monster in my
dreams before. And maybe it wasn't necessarily Bigfoot. But that's what I remember.
Saturday night.
Paul came over and we watched a movie
- well, part of the movie ... (sigh). I like the
way he kisses me. I can still smell him on
my clothes and in my living room. I like
that.

Sunday morning.
In my dream I was in a dressing room
trying on really wild clothes. Nothing I'd
actually wear - more like what you see in
fashion magazines. Leopard prints, tight
skirts, cropped sweaters, leather boots and
big earrings. I had this sense of urgency
that Ihad to find the perfect outfit for Paul.
He was taking me out to a dance club, I
think, with some of his friends. I remember thinking that he was paying for the
clothes and price was no factor, He was
going to show me off to his friends, he said,
and he wanted me to look good.
And I did. My skin was clear, my hair
was exquisite, my makeup looked fabulous.
I think I ended up with some exotic hat, a
tight striped shirt, a little skirt, and thighhigh stockings, Very trendy,
Sunday night.
I stayed home and watched a TV movie
tonight, It was about a single mother diagnosed with cancer and her best friend
comes to take care of her child, I think I've
seen it before, but it still made me cry,
Monday morning.
I don't remember having a dream last
night.
Monday night.
Talked on the phone with Paul for over
an hour before I went to bed. We played
twenty questions and asked each other
dumb questions like What's your favorite
food and If you could be any character on
television, who would you be? And of
course silly questions like that led to silly
remarks about what we like about each
other. I told him I admired his perfectly
straight teeth. He told me he liked my feet.
I told him he'd never seen my feet, but then
he said that he knew he'd like my feet ifhe
saw them. Ijust know, he said, because you
always wear such great shoes.
We made plans to get together again
soon. I suggested we stay in and have a
nice dinner together. He said that would
be nice because he'd like to take me out
on the town this weekend. I haven't had

that much fun talking on the phone for
ages. He told me I have platinum blonde
hair. No one's ever told me that before.

t
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Tuesday morning.
I dreamt that I was a receptionist at a
record company. I met all kinds of stars and
wore a trendy turquoise suit. All I had to
do was sit there and chat with people as
they came in. I had long, red fingernails
and long, dark eyelashes. All that was on
the desk was an emery board and a touchtone phone. I was wearing an atrocious

Wednesday morning.
My dream was very punk. Everyone had
colored hair: pink, blue, green, red, gold.
Not just tinted, but bright colors, like those
little troll dolls. I think the color matched
up with some social system or status. I
didn't know anyone in my dream or recognize any places, but I. was talking with
someone and they commented in a snobby
voice, Oh, she has green hair. We had the
same color hair. Both blue. She was a ditz.

,

Thursday night.
I made dinner for Paul and me at his
place. We ate by candlelight on the porch.
It was great. I can still smell the oregano.

fix the lighting, what kind of paper Iwanted
the program printed on. I had an assistant
following me everywhere until Iwas up on
the podium. A few of the players were
people I recognized, but mostly they were
unfamiliar people. We played the Romeo
and juliet Fantasy Overture byTchaikovsky
and then some modern, dissonant piece.
Maybe more, but that's alii remember. The
funny thing is, I'm pretty sure that it was a
rehearsal because we'd stop and starr and
talk in between, but we were all in concert
blacks.

color of lipstick.
Tuesday night.
A guy atwork today tried to tell me how
to do myjob. I didn't like that. I still have a
rock in the pit of my stomach. But Paul sent
flowers, which was a nice surprise when I
got home. The attached card had another
blonde joke.

'I

ing, shouting, money, flirting. Nothing
worked. So, we went back down and when
we got outside it was like Woodstock was
happening there on the mall. There was
loud music and people going at it and
drugs, I'm certain. I looked at the ground
as I. hurried to wave down a cab to take me
away. My sister wanted to stay.

Wednesday night.
I confronted the guy at work today. He
apologized and asked me out for a drink. I
graciously declined and went to Paul's after work. I fell asleep watching lV at his
place, but woke up around 2:30 and came
home.

Friday morning.
I was in a courtroom. I had on a sharp
navy suit. And I presented a flawless speech
like the lawyers on lV dramas. I won my
case and everyone in the office toasted me
with champagne. But then the crook escaped and tried to strangle me. He caught
me alone in the elevator. But I. kicked him
where it counts and sent him flying backwards against the wall. He was too dizzy
to get back up and I turned into Superwoman or something because the next
thing I know I'm at an outdoor cafe sip-

ping coffee with a fine-looking gentleman,
discussing Puccini.

Saturday night.
I went with Paul to a party at one of his
friend's house who I don't know. I didn't
have a very good time. For one thing, I really didn't know anyone else. But more than
that, Paul was just all over me. I. mean, I
don't mind a little cuddling and touching,
but he was glued to me. He had a hold of
me constantly. And sometimes in ways I
felt rather embarrassed about. I mean,
there were a lot of people there, and Idon't
even know them, and Paul had his hands ..
.1was very passive and rather cold to him
all night, and I said something to him in
the car on the way home about feeling uncomfortable, but he didn't get it. He said
maybe I was just having a bad night and
that he'd call me tomorrow. I can't wait.

Friday night.
Mark at work said he's got box tickets
to see Tasca next week and asked me if I
would like to go. I couldn't refuse. I mean,'
Tasca, and I would never be able to afford
those tickets myself. Paulwould never want
to go to anything like that, so I'm sure he
won't mind. Mark made it clear that this
was nothing more than a friendly invita-

mirror. There was only the door and this
mirror and a speaker telling me what to
do, so I knew they - whoever they were could see me through that mirror. First the

tion because he knew that I was interested

voice asked me some questions and then

in opera. He said a friend of his is a season
ticket holder and he couldn't make this
production, so he gave Mark his tickets.
On my way home, I picked up a libretto at
the library to review the opera.

it was silent for a long time, but I knew
they were still watching. Every time I consciously looked at myself in the mirror I

Thursday morning.
My older sister was in my dream last
night. We were visiting the Washington
Monument. It was gray and rainy and even
the circle of flags looked gloomy We went
to the top, but the guard wouldn't let us
off the elevator to go to the little look-out

was asking me detail questions like where

windows. We tried several tactics: whin-

I wanted things, who they should call to

Sunday morning.
[ was in a white room with a one-way

was wearing something different: baggy

clothes. a cheerleading outfit. a swimsuit,
jeans and a sweater, even no clothes at one

Saturday morning.

I was the conductor of a symphony orchestra in my dream last night. Everyone

point. After this long silent episode, the
voice said, We've reached a diagnosis:
You're not very affectionate. It echoed in
the empty room. And then a series of voices
swirled together, as if there were a whole

bunch of people discussing my condition,
my faults, my appearance. I woke up with
my heart beating fast.
Sunday night.
Paul called and we talked awhile. He
wanted to come over, but I suggested that
we meet at the coffee shop uptown. He
was already there when I got there. I wore
baggy jeans and my huge university
sweatshirt. He had picked a table back in
the corner. He already had a hot steamy
mug in front of him, and when he saw me,
he motioned for the server to bring another. He looked so handsome and sensitive today. I wanted to just melt into whatever he had to say, but I knew I couldn't let
go oflast night.
It turned into a "where is this relationship going" conversation. I told him, My
gosh, it's only been just over a week. But I
feel like I've known you forever, he replied,
we have been friends for, what, three years
now? And then he said.julie, you've got to
realize how long I've wanted you. I'm never
sure what to do with lines like that.
We decided to let things cool off a little.
He apologized and said he'd try to be more
aware of my feelings. He asked to get together in a few days so that this situation
can settle down and then maybe I'd be
more ready to discuss things.
Monday morning.
No vivid dreams last night. I don't remember anything, anyway.
Monday night.
I ate lunch with Mark today. I felt obligated to get to know him a little better
since I'm going to the opera with him tomorrow night. I mean, I've worked with
him for several months, and I admire his
work, but I've never talked with him much
outside of work-related things. He asked
me how I liked working with the design
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for publications division and then he told
me about the new computer program the
illustration department installed just a few
weeks ago. He asked me about my interest in opera and what else I've seen. I had
a nice time. He was listening to me. And I
liked the way we contributed equally to

conversation - neither of us dominated.
We're going to go out for dinner before
the opera since we'll be on the other side
of town ... this way we'll have some cushion time so we won't feel rushed to get
there in evening traffic.
Tuesday morning.
I only remember a couple of images
from my dream. At one point I was standing on a scale - the kind at a doctor's office. And then I remember a scene outdoors, in a large meadow dotted with wildflowers and a big sky. I don't know how
these connect, but that's all I recall.

I know he wanted to hold my hand because
he kept staring at it, like he was pondering
whether Iwould be offended ifhe grabbed
it. He looked at me hard as I talked, yet I
Finally on the ride home I gave him my
hand. And when he got to my place he
asked if he could kiss me. I shrugged my
shoulders and went ahead and said yes. So
he bent toward me, and as soon as it
started, I knew itwas wrong. I pulled away
and he let out a sigh.
This isn't going to work, is it? he asked.
No, I said looking straight ahead through
the windshield. You're right, he said. Silence. He ended up walking me to the door
and we said goodbye.
Thursday morning.
No dreams last night, but I slept really
well.

Thursday night.
I went back to Great Cuts tonight. I told
Tuesday night.
Carla I wanted something more simple and
I had a wonderful time with Mark. He easier to style, more natural. She seemed
was a perfect gentleman all night. I was
a bit surprised, but went to work. She
afraid he'd try hitting on me or something,
asked the usual questions about my job,
but he simply treated me like a real permy apartment, if I've been to any good
son. He didn't make any comments about
movies lately. She asked if I was seeing
the way I looked. He didn't play any flirt- anyone, and I told her about breaking up
ing games with me. Just two people enjoywith Paul and that I had asked Mark today
ing a nice dinner and an outstanding perif he'd like to go out for pizza this weekformance.
end. Then she asked about the dream thing
from the magazine article - if I had tried it.
Wednesday morning.
I told her yes, and she asked if it had
The only thing I remember is replaying
worked. I hadn't thought about it. No, not
scenes from last night. I don't know if that's
really. No major revelations, I said. But it
what I really dreamt about, or ifit's just so was kind of fun, I told her, so she didn't
much on my mind that it blocks out any think I was totally crazy. She just kind of
other images or thoughts.
smiled and nodded. Sex? she asked. No,
nothing to do with sex, I laughed.
Wednesday night.
I went to the mall with Paul and then
Eileen Ringnalda
we stopped for ice cream. We talked more
first place fiction
in the car to and from. but it was all very
awkward. Neither of us knew where to
draw the lines. I could tell he was watching for signs from me as to how close he
could come and what would be safe to say.

Who I Am
My senior year of high school, I applied
for an extremely generous scholarship for
minority students. My friends and I shared
a good laugh when I told them about it none of the people in my small town had
ever considered me a minority, Some even
accused me of being a fraud, and I admit
that I felt dishonest, as if I were planning
to steal the money.
When I went for my interview, my uneasy feeling doubled. The interviewers
were almost totally non-Caucasian; several
of the Asians spoke with heavy accents. The
questions were routine for the first few
minutes, then gradually they grew more
direct.
They asked what I wanted to study in
school. I told them English and possibly
history. They asked if I meant English as a
second language or Asian history, and I told
them no, I wanted to study literature and
British and American history. They paused
for a moment, then asked if I participated
in any sort of cultural dub in my town. I
explained that my parents were American
and that there were very few Asians in my
town, and none older than my sister. They
asked me about racism. I admitted that I
had had no personal experiences with it.
The questions continued in this vein,
and I answered them as honestly as possible. I have always been good at interviews - my answers come smoothly and fluently - but in the back of my mind during
this particular session was a nagging feel-

ing that the replies I was giving were not
the ones they were looking for.
When I received a rejection letter, I
wasn't really surprised. But it made me seriously consider my situation for the first
time.
I was adopted by American parents at
the age of six months. My only sibling, a
sister older by three years, is also Korean
and was adopted at age one. Neither my
sister nor I know anything about Korea's
history or culture, except for the U.S. involvement in the Korean War. I absolutely
hate fish and have only recently learned to
like rice.
The scholarship interview raised an unsettling question. I have always filled in the
circle next to "AsianlPacific Islander" on
surveys and applications without any
thought. But obviously, I wasn't a genuine
minority to the interviewers, and I have a
feeling that any Korean would agree. And
they would be right. What right do I have
to claim minority status when I am not a
practicing minority?
My father met some people once who
had adopted four Korean children. Two of
them were enrolled in a special Korean
school on Saturdays. When my dad asked
them how they liked it, the little girl said,
"Idon't like it; those kids don't speak my
language." I feel the same way. The only
part of me that is Korean are my physical
features. Icry when Iwatch veterans saluting the American flag; the sight of the South

Nocturne
Darkness
like a mothers hand
descends on the brow of the world
and the pale moon
hums
faint lullabies
tinged With longing
for descants
morning birds raise
beyond far nonzons

Korean flag arouses no emotion in me.
A professor once disagreed with my attitude. He asked if l.didn't feel that I should
at least make an effort to learn about the
place I came from, about my culture. And I
told him that it isn't my culture. America is
my home; Korea is merely some distant
country where I spent the first six months
of my life.
This is not a decision that I have made.
I did not deliberately reject my roots, as I
have been accused of doing. The choice
was made for me before I was old enough
to have any say in the matter, and now that
I am old enough, the choice no longer exists. I could steep myself in Korean history
and culture. I could move there and learn
the language and eat the food and even
learn to like fish. But I could never understand the Korean way of viewing the world
as intrinsically
as I understand
the
American's.
It would be different if I had grown up
in a Korean-American household with traditional Korean values and an effort to retain the culture here in America. But my
family is American, with Irish, German, and
Welsh roots. I know nothing of Korea, not
even who my biological parents are. There
is nothing for me to reject - a person cannot reject what she does not know. I am
not Korean; I am American, and I have just
as much claim to that title as the people
whose ancestors emigrated from European
countries. My mother's grandmother came
from Ireland at the age of sixteen. My
mother has no interest in planting potatoes. Does that mean she is rejecting her
heritage? Why don't people suggest to my
father, who has Native American blood, that
he study the history of the American Indian and learn to speak their languages and
visit a reservation?
My parents know nothing of life on a
reservation, or in Ireland, Wales, or Germany. So why should I concern myselfwith
exploring my so-called Korean heritage?
That is not who I am. I am American. Where
I happen to have been born makes no difference in that.

Sherrie A. Barber

How To Be Just Friends
Choose the black bodysuit with the
plunging neckline and the cute little denim
skirt you've only worn once before, Take
time to style your hair and put on your
most expensive perfume, You're only going out with the girls, but you might see
him,
Tracy, Susan, and Carmen pick you up
and you suggest going to Stella's. It's been
two weeks since you were there. Two
weeks since he suggested that you just be
friends. It was your favorite place to go on
Saturday nights. You half fear and half expect to see him there. It makes you feel
like ajunior high girl again,
Feel at home as you step into Stella's,
The familiar scent of marinara sauce and
beer mixed with loud music and dim lights
calms you, Say hi to a waitress you remember leaving a huge mess for, and smile at
the bartender who recognizes you when
you walk by,
Sit at a table near a table of guys watching the 1V monitor over your heads. Maybe
they'll notice you if the game gets boring.
Order mozzarella sticks and a grilled
chicken salad,
Tell your friends you want to check out
the pool room in back so you can scope
the place out and see who's here. Specifically, you want to know ifhe's here. You've

Move through the crowded tables. Pass
the booth you sat in the night you tried
squid for the first time and it nearly made
you sick, Pass the bar stools where the bartender let you stay until three o'clock in
the morning. Pass the Spot you scratched
your names into the table under the napkin holder.
Everything begins to blend in with the
dark green walls when you see him in the
far section on the left at a table for two.
He is with a blonde. He leans on his arms
on the table, smiling at her, They do not
see you.
Avoid eye contact with everyone until
you get to the ladies' room. Close the bathroom door behind you, hoping nobody
noticed, and stare at yourself in the mirror. Take a deep breath and count to ten.
Run cold water over your hands. Dab your
face, being careful not to ruin your makeup.
Take the brush from your purse and re-style
your hair. Touch up your lipstick. Make sure
your earrings are in place.

Leave the refuge with one more glance
in the mirror, Feel beautiful and sexy. Walk
tall with a bounce in your step. Move like a
model on a runway, Walk so close to his
table that he has to notice you, Test him
and see if he says anything.
He does. He introduces you to Sherry
been imagining a confrontation in your
and asks who you're here with. Tell him that
head all week long,
you're on a date with a guy you met at work
You've imagined meeting him unexpectwho has this incredible car and loves all
edly at the grocery store or the gas sta- the same music as you do. Tell him you're
tion. You begin talking about the weather,
barhopping tonight and then going to his
followed by work, and then your families, place to watch a movie, Raise your eyeand finally you both confess that secretly
brows and speak in an adult tone that sugyou desire to be together, at which point gests much more may happen than movieyou passionately embrace and kiss, forget.
watching.
ting you're in a public place. It is all very
You look at his crystal blue eyes for as
romantic, and everything is resolved. Yet long as you can without being obvious,
sometimes the scenario goes the other
Imagine tracing his cheekbone with your
way: after the weather and work conver- hand and brushing your lips up against his
sation, you begin making sarcastic com- earlobe. You love his ears.
ments, throwing all his words back in his
He comments, That's nice, and goes on
face, until you're practically screaming at to explain that he and Sherry went to the
him and he feels really guilty after realiz- opening of a new art show downtown and
ing what a jerk he's been.
they might take a walk along the river later
You're not sure which one you like bet- on.
ter, and you know you're not brave enough
Yousay that it's a beautiful walk and that
for either one ... but the uncertainty of it's a great night for a walk and that you
what will actually happen is killing you.
hope they have a nice time. You hope he
18
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realizes you're lying, And you hope that he
remembers that your first real kiss was
down by the river under the 32nd Street
bridge.

There is an awkward silence. He looks
at you quizzically. Youjust then realize how
much you've missed that look and the rest
of his facial expressions. Touch your hair
and then your earring. See yourself in the
Michelob mirror on the wall. Remember
the lie about your date. Say something like,
I'd better get back tojordan, He smiles and
nods, ready to get back to conversation
with Sherry.
Turn slowly and hear him begin chatting with his date. The room seems to be
spinning around you, but keep your composure, Walk to the front of the bar. Notice that a couple guys do double-takes as
you pass. This makes you feel good in spite
of the fact that you are sure you just made
the biggest fool of yourself ever. Remind
yourself that it was his idea to be friends,
and that you were just trying to be friendly,
Cet angry and vow never to talk to him
again, Tell your friends you'll take a cab
home. Let them be concerned about you,
but don't give them the details. Co home
and play all the sentimental, sappy music
you own. Sit in the dark with only the glow
of the stereo on-button and the street lamp
outside. Drink vodka with a little orange
juice. Sprawl out on the couch and feel
miserable,
Do this until you fall asleep: You have a
crazy dream about a new art show downtown featuring nice cars and live models.
The models are all very good-looking, and
the men all wish to hop in the back seat
with you. You refuse and tantalize them
with your denial. The next room is a photo
exhibit. There are pictures of you. He and
Sherry are looking at them, pointing and
laughing.
Call him the next day. Casually ask him
how he's been, as iflast night had not happened. Make up some reason you called.
Has he seen the movie that opened a week
ago? Is it good? Does he think you'd like
it? You hope that he hears how much you
miss him in the tone of your voice. Yes, he
saw it. Yes, he liked it. He doesn't know if
you'd like it, he says, you'd have to be in
the right mood to see it.

•

Silence. You scramble for another question. So how's Branford doing, you ask. Roll
your eyes in disbelief that you just asked
about his fish. He says Branford's fine and
tells you about some new fish food and
some new colored rock he put in the
aquarium.
You see this is going nowhere. Apologize for calling and say that you hope you
didn't interrupt anything. He says it's okay
and to call anytime. You say okay, knowing
that you really shouldn't ever call him again,
and hang up.
Later that week, pass him on the street
and say hi, how are you doing. Don't really
mean it, or at least don't let on that you
do. Smile and say that you're doing great.
Don't tell him that you moped around the
house for three days in sweats and stuffed
your face with potato chips and chocolate.
Notice that he's not attractive to you
anymore. His ears are red and his eyes look
gray. Mention that you have to catch the
next bus to meet someone. He smiles politely and says take care.
Go to Stella's and have a drink.

Eileen Ringnalda
second place fiction

Strong
Today I am a strong woman. At lunch I
cut the crusts off of my grilled cheese sandwich. I decided against my usual skim milk
in favor of lowfat milk, and I put brown
sugar on my Rice Krispies.
I wore bright colors today. I smiled. I
spoke in class. I wrote not one, but two
letters, and Isent them. I cleaned my room;
I organized my desk.
I took that old picture of Ryan and methe one where we're at the staff picnic·
out of the frame, dropped it gently into
the trash can. In place of it, I put back the
sample picture that comes with every
frame - a young man and woman wearing
sweaters and huge smiles, wrapped in each
other's arms next to a fireplace. I pretended
they were my parents. That was fun.

I balanced my checkbook. I cleaned the
bathroom. I did homework. I called my
mother and told her I was getting eight
hours of sleep a night, I was eating properly, and I wasn't sick.
I did not watch No I did not play computer games. I did not worry about graduation or what comes after that. I did not cry
about having no place to live next year. I
did not think about all the friends I don't
have. I did not ask God why I am so short or
why my nose is so big. I did not hate Ryan,
I did not hate my parents, I did not hate
myself.
I did not throw my dirty clothes on the
floor - instead I put them in the hamper. I
did not leave the cap off the toothpaste. I
did not leave my shoes by the front door or

my books in the kitchen. I did not see the
suspicious eyes of my housemates. I did
not hear their whispers.
I did not change into sweatpants and
a baggy shirt. I did not sit in the door of
the refrigerator and eat everything I could
get my mouth around. I did not lock myself in the bathroom for an hour afterwards. I did not lie about lunch, or dinner, or about where all the food in the refrigerator went. I did not cry, I did not
scream. I did not ask why.
I painted my fingernails. I curled my
hair. I read three chapters of The House of
Mirth. I made my bed. I returned my books
on the French Revolution to the library.
Today. I am a strong woman.

Kirajones
honorable mention fiction
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The Rings
As the train began chugging down the
tracks, the conduaor
walked down the
aisle, followed by a pretty young woman,
"Here's your seat." Above it, the conductor stuck a ticket marked "Chicago"
next to another marked the same. The
woman already seated in that section didn't
even bother looking up but pulled a book
from her bag and opened it.
"Thank you so much." The young
woman showed beautifully even white
teeth. Faced with such radiance, the conductor melted into a reluctant return smile.
Taking her carry-on bag, he placed it in the
overhead compartment. She gave him another ravishing smile and warm thank you,
and a slight tinge of color brushed his
cheeks as he wished her a nice trip and
hurried down the aisle.
The young woman slipped off her pale
pink coat and stowed it on the overhead
shelf, then settled herself in her seat.
"Do you have enough room?" she asked.
"I can put this bag up there also, if you'd
like."
The older woman kept her eyes firmly
on the pages before her. "I'm fine."
"That's good. I always have so much
stuff; it's terrible, but I can't seem to get
past the idea of 'just in case ."• The young
woman laughed softly. Her neighbor remained silent.
"My name is Annie Davis - I mean
Jacobson." The young woman laughed
again. a warm, rich sound. "I can't believe
that slipped out; I haven't said that for
months. I thought I'd finally gotten used
to it. You'd think it'd be easy to remember
one of the biggest events in my life."
Her companion noisily turned a page.
but Annie didn't notice.
"We've only been married for six
months, you see." As she spoke. her right
hand caressed her ring finger. where a
golden circlet guarded a band with a single
brilliant diamond. "I had to be away for a
whole week on a business trip, and now I
can hardly wait to get back to Brad, my
husband. It's so hard being away, even for
a week." She sighed, then brightened. "I'm
sorry; I've just been babbling about myself. Please, tell me your name."
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The woman raised her eyes long enough
to say, "Barnes."
"Mrs. Barnes?" the girl pressed, trying
to see the woman's left hand.
"Mrs. Barnes," the woman said. keeping her hands firmly pressed between the
book and her knees.
"I see you're going to Chicago also. Do
you live there?"
"Yes."
"Oh, so do I. Which part. if you don't
mind my asking?"
'/\ suburb."
"Brad and I lived in the city when we
were first married. It was great at first _
restaurants, theater, all kinds of things to
do. But it gets old after awhile, you know,
so two months ago we moved to a house
just outside of Chicago. Brad and I both
love the country, so you can imagine how
excited we were when we found this house.
It's so nice having all that space around us."
Mrs. Barnes' grip on her book tightened,
but she remained silent, using her right
hand to turn another page.
"We're still in the city all the time. of
course, with our jobs and all," Annie continued. "We eat out a lot, too; we try to
eat at a different kind of restaurant each
week, to get some variety in our lives. And
also so Brad doesn't have to stomach my
cooking as often." She chuckled. "Doesn't
Chicago have some great restaurants?"
Some emotion was briefly visible on
Mrs. Barnes' face, but it was gone as soon
as it had appeared. "My husband and I don't
eat out much."
Annie shifted thoughts. "Have you been
married long?"
Mrs. Barnes hesitated. "Twenty-three
years."
"Wow, that's terrific. It's always encouraging to meet people who have been married for that long. Do you both work?"

"No." Mrs. Barnes was silent for a moment. "I used to, when we were first married."
"Did you decide to stay home with your
children? I think that's wise. That's what
I'm planning to do when the time comes."
Annie's eyes were dreamy.
"No." The older woman's
profile
twisted. "I don't have any children. My husband just didn't like me working."
"Oh.' For the first time. Annie seemed
aware of the woman's tone of voice. "Well,
it's nice that he wanted to support you .:
And it must be great having so much time
to spend at home," she said, warming to
her subject, "It's been two months, and our
place is still a disaster. Sometimes I think I
would love to just take a year off and concentrate on our home; it's so hard trying

to work and keep house." She laughed
again.
For the first time, the older woman
looked directly at her young neighbor.
"What do you do for a living?" she asked
abruptly.
Annie smiled. pleased that she had finally breached her neighbor's defenses. "I
work at a law firm as a paralegal."
There was a peculiar intensity in Mrs.
Barnes' eyes as they stared at the young
woman. "Have you ever had to stay at
home for seven days straight without ever
going outside except to get the mail?"
Startled, Annie blinked. "N-no," she
stammered.
Mrs. Barnes leaned closer, never breaking eye contact. "Have you ever had your
house so clean that you deliberately made
a mess so you would have something to
do all day?"
Annie leaned back. "No." she whispered.
Mrs. Barnes moved in until the warmth
of Annie's breath touched her glasses, making the cool glass fog. "Have you ever," she
said, "laid in bed at night and prayed for
some reason to get up the next day, for
some purpose in life?"
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Annie was silent, pinned in place by the
terrible intensity of the older woman's
eyes.
Mrs. Barnes slowly sat back in her seat.
"I didn't think so:' she said, and returned
to her book.

There was silence. Annie seemed frozen,
unable to speak. Finally, she shivered and
abruptly rose, murmuring that she was going to stretch her legs. She headed towards
the door of the car, her hand clutching her
rings once again.

At her seat, Mrs. Barnes had set her
book down and was now staring out the
window. After a moment her left hand
slowly moved and revealed a dull circlet of
silver, guarding a band with the gaping jaws
of two empty prongs in its center.

Sherrie A. Barber

Fire and Rice
It is morning again. I know this because the bell outside our window clangs furiously, signalling to the sleeping
camp that it is time to rise. I've been serving in the tiny African country of Malawi for about a month now. I'm tirednot unusual- but this morning I feel grouchy and irritated. In the chill of the morning, I walk to an area just outside
the kitchen where the sticks of wood are arranged in four neat piles side by side. Four silver pots, dulled with use, sit
on the piles of wood, the bottoms blackened from the heat of the fires. They wait for the flame.
I step to where the pots are resting. This is my job, every morning the same, to start the fires, and then to watch
them to make sure they do not go out. "What a stupid job!" I grumble to myself. Slowly, I gather the kindling to start
the fire, smaller sticks and bark, and a little paper. I am afraid of the flame - I don't want to be burned. The fire
sputters. Gradually, small at first, then growing, the flames lick at the paper and taste the wood. I fan the fire with the
lid of one of the pots, blowing ashes in my face.
Soon the fires crackle steadily. My hands are beginning to blister from daily holding the pot lid too tightly while I
fan the fires. I check on the bigger fires closer to the kitchen. More wood. Sweat rolls down my face as I run between
the fires, trying to satisfy their appetites. It is not yet midmorning - I am tired, disgruntled.
The water boils inside the pots. The maize flour has to be added to the water until it becomes thick and unstirrable.
Finally, the dense flour-water mixture is ready to be served. The fires burn on, now boiling more water to wash the
dishes. It is hard work, keeping the flame alive. Sometimes I want it to die, but I know it would be even harder to get
it going again. So I work. I watch the fires as they grow brighter, hungrier - and the flames spread until all the wood
blazes.
For awhile someone else takes over my hot, sweaty fire duties. I am excited, because I get to work in the kitchen.
A flurry of activity stems from the kitchen as acrid smoke drifts through the half-lighted room and excited chatter fills
the air. Supper preparations are just beginning. In the kitchen we cut vegetables or meat for the evening meal, or sort
and count fish for broth. Here we share stories about our families back home and how our day is going. My tiredness
fades in anticipation of this fellowship. "I will do anything."! say to my leader, "but please, I don't want to sort rice
today."
When I get to the kitchen, I find that most of the jobs are taken, and I get the job I hate the most - sorting rice.
The rice that we sort comes from sacks - not pre-packaged rice. but rice amid chaff and rocks and dirt. Sacks of rice
have to be sorted for the evening meal at the camp - sufficient to feed 170 people. Usually, there are several people
working at the job all day. Not today.
"This is the dumbest thing I've ever done!" I mutter as I sit in the middle of Africa sorting rice all by myself.
Methodically, I flip the rice in the pan until the chaff separates and I blow it into the wind. I sift through the rice with
my hands, picking out the largest rocks that could break a tooth. Flip. Sort. Shake. Blow. Sift. I sort pan after pan of
rice. I stare at all the rice, and see all the chaff that needs to be sorted and blown away in the wind. I know I could sort
one pan of rice for over an hour and never remove all the chaff.
I put the sorted rice into another sack. It gleams· pure and white, but it is not wholly clean. Even though some of
the chaff has been blown away, and though the big rocks are gone, it needs to be washed and cleansed and made
ready.
So I sit in the middle of Africa sorting rice and tending fires. And I see that the tending of our fires and the sorting
of our rice will not soon be finished.

Amy Kroesche
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Screaming Why
I heard these words today, in a song, I
think: "Life never tells you the whens and
whys.' They brought you rushing back to
me in a flood of memories and emotions. I
wanted to throw up, I wanted to cry, I
wanted to scream out loud. I wanted to
ask you why. I wanted to ask me why.
When they told me about you, I was in
Spanish class, Spanish class with Seiior
Madera, going over tenses and conjugations. The dean came to the door. I saw
him first, because my desk faces the doorway. I knew he was there for me. He didn't
look at me, but I knew anyway. Don't ask
me how. I still don't know that. But I know
that as I watched the dean whisper something to Seiior and as I watched Seiior's
gaze creep steadily towards me, I suddenly
felt cold, very cold, and somehow the air
had grown extremely thin. Then the dean
motioned for me to leave the classroom
with him, but my legs were weak and my
brain was cloudy and it took me a long time
to actually stand up. It probably wasn't as
long as I thought. Seconds, probably, but
in the world of that moment it was a long
time. He told me in the hallway. Pretty
matter-of-factly, I think. It's hard for me to
remember. I do remember some words,
though. "Brother," "this morning," "accident," "Brian," "hospital," "dead." Dead.
Dead. And I remember remembering, no,
not remembering, more like flashing back.
So vivid, so immediate.
I'm six, you're seven. Somehow you've
just gotten your hands on all of Mother's
glass Christmas bulbs and you tell me they
make neat sounds When they shatter: so
we spend the morning in the garage,

throwing them against the wall and delighting at each pop, at each piece of glass that
falls to the floor. When Mother finds out,
she is livid, and we both get bare-bottomed
spankings, but instead of crying we are
both giggling the entire time, which makes
Mother even angrier.
"Brother," "this morning," "accident,"
"Brian," "hospitai.v'dead." Dead. Dead.

I am seventeen, you are eighteen. You
and me and mother are standing in the air.
port, gate 12. You're leaving for college.
You have on black jeans and that baggy
gray, beige and white pullover that I'm always trying to steal from you. Mother is
crying, of course. I'm smiling. Tomorrow
I'm moving into your room. It's bigger. I
know I'll miss you, I even know I love you,
but its been a long time since we've said "I
love you" to each other, and it seems awkward to say it now.

I am twelve, you are thirteen. You and
me and Missy Howatt are sitting outside
in the hot summer sun, licking popsicles
He told me in the hallway.
and talking about Madonna. When Missy
goes inside, you ask me about her, tell me
I am nineteen, you are twenty. I haven't
that you like her, and ask me to tell her so. seen you in months, not since classes
I nod my head. If she says she likes you started, even though our schools are only
too, I'll ask her ifshe wants to go with you. a couple of hours apart. But you call me on
But I never ask her because deep down in- the phone and your voice makes me miss
side I'm scared of losing you and I don't you and home and long for the days when
want you to be close to anyone else but we were each other's best friend. When
me. I nevertell you this, but somehow you you ask me how I am I say fine. Matt Green
know anyway.
asked me out, I have a test on Wednesday,
Mother called last Sunday. I don't tell you
I remember remembering.
how your voice makes me miss you and
home and long for the days when we were
I am fifteen, you are sixteen. I am just each other's best friend. How could I have
coming in from Missy's sweet sixteen party, known that in a few short weeks I'd be
where Paul Rowe kissed me and touched
standing in a hallway with the Dean of Stumy breast in Missy's bedroom. I want to dents, remembering Christmas bulbs and
tell you, I want to ask you what I should Missy Howatt and missing you. How could
have done or what I should have said. I I have known that?
want to ask you about your first kiss and if
it was as awkward for you as it was for me
I'm hurting now. I'm hurting so much. I
with Paul. But you're talking on the phone
have so many whys. Why didn't I hang on
with Brenda Spencer and you wave me out to your friendship with every ounce oflove
of your bedroom just as you ask her what I had in me? Why did we let us go? Why
her favorite color is.
did you have to leave me? Why, why, why?
So vivid. So immediate.

These words pierced my heart today:
"Lifenever tells us the whens and whys."

Kirajones
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Transparency
I.

Michelangelo's Sistine Chapel ceiling
frescoes were restored a couple of years
ago, Itook an art history survey course last
semester and studied the famed ceiling and
walls. I attempted to grasp their grandeur
through the 5 x 7 photographs in our textbook. Imagining frescoes from a textbook
lessened the aesthetic effect of the work. I
was still in awe, though, of Michelangelo,
for his craftsmanship and of the fresco, for
its magnificence.
Professor Kennedy was as deeply
amazed. She had been to the Vatican and
had seen the fresco herself. I specifically
remember her lecture on the "Clothing of
the Ceiling." According to her, some
counter-Reformation
Catholics commissioned artists to cover many of the "unholy parts" of the naked figures on the ceiling with painted fig leaves and drapery. Of
course, they attempted
to imitate
Michelangelo's style but fell far short of his
genius. Fortunately, the restoration crew
had done work to declothe the beings.
More than that though, the crew discovered that not only were Michelangelo's
figures originally nude, his colors were
much brighter and more vivid than anyone
had guessed. He had been accused of using dull and muted colors. For hundreds of
years, critics guessed Michelangelo to be
less than assertive in his use of color, and
this shaped his reputation as a painter and
as a creator of paint. Up until the restoration, no one knew.

The Sistine Ceiling was covered by a film
- a gauzy coating altering Michelangelo's
most triumphant work. The product of his
best talent and craft was seen by generations of observers through a layer of muck.
Some of the dirt accumulated naturally,
some was forced by others. Either way,
Michelangelo was misunderstood.
II.

How are you doing?
Fine. (I'm so lonely, talk to me!)
That's good to hear.
Yeah, I've been pretty busy. Uh, how are
you? (Just stay here and talk to me, can'c you
see how lonely Iam?!)
Good. Everything is going really well.

Well, it's good to see you. We should
get together sometime. (Please,just stay and
talk a little longer.)
Yeah, that sounds great. I'll see ya
around.
Yeah.
III.

I was sitting in my home church on a
Sunday morning injuly. My husband and I
had decided to sit toward the back - not
our usual pew. We hated howeveryone sat
in the same place every week, so we didn't.
The sermon was good, the organ was
loud and a woman walked up to the pulpit. Her hands were adjusting her black and
red flowered sundress and balancing her
wrinkled yellow paper. She stood small inside the big wooden pulpit. I didn't remember her name. Finally, she took a deep
breath, and said, "I'mjoan Dulmes, wife of
Phil, daughter-in-law of Carol and Roly,and
mother of three beautiful children." Again,

"I'm joan Dulmes, wife of Phil, daughterin-law of Carol and Roly, and mother of
three beautiful children."
She paused there, and in the silence I
could hear her yellow paper shaking and
the old lady behind me whispering, "So,
what's this about?" As if she had heard the
question, joan Dulmes explained that she
was tired of telling who she was by telling
who she was related to each time she spoke
to someone in the church.
She hated it, thought it was wrong, so
she implored the women present to help
her begin a women's small group ministry,
to know each other deeply.
IV,

I don't wonder anymore what jesus
meant by "carry one another's burdens."
He's calling us to community, "to pick up
the basin and towel" as Michael Card
writes. A Christian community listens and
hears, and now I know what that means. I
just wonder how we escape it. Have you
or I ever undressed our souls? Who are we
notto?

Rebekah Starkenburg

Walls
She sits upon the indifferent concrete,
Yet it is warmer
Than all the pennies in her cup
And the muttenngs of brisk distinctions
With cool, polished advice.
Pitied. Ignored, passed on by
Days of eXisting. liVing. hoping
One of many. yet one of no one.
Living her life in the absence of walls
Homeless person. drunk, hopeless cause.
Chosen deSignations
For those who already. have names.
Genenc. ali-encompassing words.
Civilized and separating.
Disinterested and unconcemed.
Titles implying there is nmhing to remember
Humans made undesirable
By those who build the walls
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Long DistancE
I linger in the chair beside the phone
Contemplating.
Memory tells me to Rnd the voice
echoing in my ears.
I hear you
giggling at your love's latest letter.
complaining about the weather I forget you're not next door
I study the numbers,
rehearsing the pattem in my mind.
Imagining how many times the phone will ring
before your voice will sound.
But I am not brave enough
to confront the reality of sounding dose
yet being far apart;
the signal at the other end
might hurt more than it heals;
the disconneaion
of hearing your voice
without reading your face.

Isolationism
This summer. at work, I listened to the news
every day
all day
on the hour
I began to lose my hearing.
I know that if I were to hear it all,
If I were to moum propeny.
to grieve until I had done with gnef.
I would tear my clothes
grind my teeth
stay awake for days, and
collapse, too late, in the street
Instead of caring for the wend's suffering,
instead
I decide to care for none.
The Circumference of my sympathy shrinks with each new story:
I am a woman of limited means.
I reservethe right to gneve
only when I must
only when I lose.
My pain is my own.
Wond, keep yours to yout>elf
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Eileen Ringnakja

Whom Everyone Knew was Crazy
Everyone in the area knew that jimmy was crazy.
He supposedly kept hogs for a living. but everyone knew that he was always up to something else. By night he
would scream through the neighborhood on his motorcycle, whooping and carrying on, with his pack of dogs which everyone knew were vicious - running along beside him, braying and barking at the moon.
Everyone always tried to ignore it, pretending that jimmy didn't live right down the road. But it was pretty
hard, they all agreed, considering some of the things he did. Wasn't his place just a sight to behold, with that old
trailer of his painted bright blue with yellow trim? Why hadn't he painted it a decent color, like plain white,
instead of colors that were so bright you could see the place from half a mile away? No one else used paint like
that. And at his mother's funeral, hadn't he jumped out and started directing the cars into the cemetery? Why
hadn't he stayed decently in the car with the rest of the family and left it to the undertaker? No one else behaved
like that. And at that same funeral, hadn't he worn the same clothes he always wore? Why hadn't he bought
some new clothes, or at least dressed up a little for his own mother's sake? Any right-minded person would
know that you don't wear overalls to a funeral, people said, shaking their heads.
Sometimes when an emergency happened, such as someone's cows getting out or the help getting sick
during haying season, people called jimmy and asked him to help. He always came over right away and did
whatever was needed, but no one liked working with him, because he acted so crazy, muttering to himself and
singing and talking to the livestock all the time. He was a good worker, people admitted, but how could you
work with someone as crazy as that? So they only called him when absolutely necessary.
One day in the grocery store, a girl called over the intercom for someone to come help her at the courtesy
counter. jimmy jumped up right away from the bench where he was loafing and sped back there, leaping over the
counter, ready to assist in any way she needed. The girl screamed for security, telling them she was being
attacked. When the security people came and asked him to leave, jimmy refused, saying that the girl was in
trouble and he had answered her call for help. The police finally came, and jimmy spent the night in the county
jail.
When the story came out, everyone nodded and agreed that that was just like jimmy.
"Crazy jimmy," they said. "Never can act like normal folk."
The next night, jimmy was back home, whooping and hollering louder than ever - celebrating his freedom,
people said in disapproval, as they lay tucked into their beds.

Sherrie A. Barber

Disillusionment
I'm from the Midwest, which means I grew up belieVing
that you could hear the ocean in a shell
One day. on a nuncr; I picked up a tennis shoe
I held it to my ear and heard the self-same ocean

Donna M/lkk:
honorable mention poetry

Footsteps
These footsteps sound strange to me. I
have not heard them before. There is a new
sound in these steps. What is it?
I look to the money enfolded in my
hand. Milk, butter, and a candy bar for
jackie. That's what is waiting at the corner
store for me. But these footsteps .. .I look
down at my feet. Yes, they are mine - the
same ones I've had for 21 years; the ones
that took me to my first school dance. The
ones that took me to Brian Schelling's
house, where I had my first kiss. The ones
that took me through high school graduation. The ones that stood while I watched
my friends' take them to college, and life.
The ones that take me now to the corner
store for milk, butter, and a candy bar for
jackie. But something is different about
these steps. There is a new rhythm in them,
or perhaps the same old rhythm - I have
never noticed one before. What is different? This day is not different. I made breakfast for Mom and the kids. I went to work,
came home to Mom on the couch and the
kids playing upstairs. I started to make dinner, and that's when I discovered I needed
milk and butter, and little jackie begged
for a candy bar, so ... no different than any
other day. These feet have been nowhere
special. Why so different, then?
I look up. The corner store is looming
closer. I can already picture myself moving
through the store, milk at the back by the
pop machine, butter in the same refrigerator, old Charles sitting behind the counter
with one eye on today's newspaper and the
other on me (Charles does not trust youth).
I can already see myself placing the milk
and the butter and the candy bar on the
counter, Charles handing me my change
and my bag of goodies, my feet carrying
me back to the house where 21 years of
boredom and work will turn into 22 years.
I look at my feet again. My,they are different! New steps, I have new steps, I see
now. My mouth opens. When did I get new
steps? Why? I look up at the store, now
only a few yards ahead. My palms are
sweaty, the money in my hands feels damp
and gross, like it's ready to fall apart. I am
struck with the sudden thought that my

II
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feet will not stop for the corner store. and
before I can command them to stop. I see
its dull, gray shape slide past me. as if in a
dream. I'm confused now, even a little bit
frightened. What are these feet doing?
Milk, butter, and a candy bar for jackie _
these are the things that are waiting for
me at the corner store and Imust turn back
to go there. But my feet don't want to.
These new steps, these strange new steps,
are headed somewhere else. I suddenly notice that the rhythm of my steps matches
the rhythm of my heart, both increasing in
pace with each passing second. I look
around me, not confused anymore, but
curiously excited.
I walk past the library where Iwork five
days a week, eight hours each day. I walk
past Mrs. Mason's house, where I've sent
the kids on the countless days when I had
to work and I knew Mom wouldn't be able
to take care of them. I walk past the park.
past the bank, past the lake, past the main
street, past trees and houses and kids

screaming gleefully in the evening glow. I
walk steadily. quickly, marvelling with each
step at this new rhythm my feet have found.
And when I finally turn around to look behind me, I see the sign that says, "Welcome
to Purley, pop. 2700." But my feet do not
stop. They keep walking - walking past the
signs, past the fear, past the past. I open
my hand and let the money, which is now
soaked with sweat, fall to the ground. And
now I can't help it. I surrender to my feet;
I let them guide me. With a laughter that
runs deeper and feels more pure that it has
in years, I break into a run, my hair flying
behind me, my arms stretched wide to embrace the road before me. I'm giggling now,
and I can't stop - I don't want to stop. And
without even realizing it, still giggling, I
open my mouth and whisper the word
"free." Then I look down at my feet, which
are still running, and shout.

Kirajones
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Sent
Forgiveness.
The south-wind stirred up in the middle
of our love-making brings rain
showering from frozen branches,
traces streaming through ice on our windows.
The Lord's mercy. The
the Spint sent. Melting
as he melts the frozen
the streets run muddy

beauty of the sun
a hard heart
soil - Let
with riversI

4
Your ways are inscrutable, Lord.
Only let me know you in the spirit
of the south-wind. Let me hear your
footsteps in the wet drops of thawing ice.
Let me breathe in wind. Inspire
your peace, let my heart beat with
anticipation

2
now. In the warmth of my back.
In the rub of graphite across this page.

As I swallow spit and turn my head
to look With these eyes that gather
light and color. line and shadow.

3
My God, I do not understand your ways. You
.have sent the spine to harden water to ice again.
You let the wand run on a cycle of death,
Joy follows sorrow and despair
a ray of light.

Trees grow from the soil of years
of dead grasses My friend is killed.
I crunch over ice-held grass. I
break off blades of grass. They
litter the ground, encased in ice. Condemned
to the lowest circle of hell.
Even now, the thaw returns. the ice
on the roof crackS and shudders. It slides
on the trail of its own melt. ..
And shears off, craShing into the ground.
The shards of grass, once encased, now feel
a breeze, ftoatlng on the river of their
melted pnsons. They slide off and collea
in the occasional lake and settle,
someday to feed the trees.
The sun nses and backlights the clouds
and the clouds answer With low, somber tones
I breathe in, hold it
tight against my belly I tilt my head
back from the page to see the light.
I think and walt. I am hungry.
Soon, I Will eat.
I will feel the rain from the trees, the
south-wind against my face.
I will walk with my head hung back,
without a coat
My feet bumlng in the melting snow.
I will blink. Or hold my eyes closed
Reach Into the air so my muscles
stretch, my lungs ~II.
I throw a cry loud A yell
metchlng my throat. throbbing
my ears. soundless In the Wind

revm BulliS
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True Story
"I got a good boyfriend now."
The rest of us said nothing. We kept working, gluing and stuffing pledge envelopes
into programs for the Greater Illinois Symphony season. I did sneak a look at her,
though. Her feathered hair was parted in the middle and hung past her shoulders.
Like her hair, her teeth were yellow, but she'd painted her fingernails a shimmering
pink.
"How I met him was, I was working at Sentry and my friend Cindy told me about
this guy she knew, he was real nice and he wasn't seeing anybody and I said, 'Okay, if
he wants to come in while I'm working - but I'm not going on no blind date.'
"So I was working one night and this guy comes to my register with lemonade,
chicken, and some meat. And I say, 'Oh, I almost crushed your roses with the lemonade.' and he says, 'That's okay, they're for youl'
"'Come on now,' I say. (A lot of guys come in and talk like that).
"'Really,' he says. 'I'm Steve, I'm Bob and Cindy's friend.'
"Next day Cindy calls me, says, Joann, Steve wants your number but I don't want
to give it to him if you don't want me to. So do you want to go out with him?'
'''Okay,' I say.
"So he calls me the next day."
She fell silent, so I looked up. She'd stopped chewing her gum. She was looking off
to the right, toward the ceiling. Her gluing partner, another temp, waited politely. He
wasn't listening.
She blinked, remembering herself. She picked up the next program and put two
stripes of glue where the envelope would go. "Yeah," she smiled at me, "we've been
going out three months now. He's nice, he's real good to me."

• •• •• • • • •
I heard this story last summer at my first temp job. I tell it now because it is a good
story - better than most I've told. Plus, it has a happy ending; plus, it's true. I heard it
from Joann herself.
So I am writing this down, because somebody ought to, and it's a pretty safe bet
that joann won't. Joann is doing other things. She is living life, not reading or writing
it. I am reading and writing it. The world is racing past, and I want to catch it in a pan
- at least some of it, so it won't be a total loss. It seems the responsible thing to do.
Donna Milkie
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